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THE ANALYSIS OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC INVESTMENT DISPARITY AMONG PROVINCES IN EASTERN INDONESIA AFTER DECENTRALIZATION
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Abstract—The reformation era is signed with the shifting role of policy from central government to local government. The eastern parts of Indonesia have so many potential resources to increase the economic welfare. On the other side, they have several problems and constraints to utilize the natural and human resources. One of the main problems to promote economy of eastern Indonesia is how to increase investment both foreign and domestic investments. Investment is a machine to generate the Indonesian economy. The policy to promote investments is heavily influenced by political will and public administration. Promoting foreign and domestic investments in eastern Indonesia faces a number of factors such as social political conditions, scarcity of economic infrastructure, employment and taxation problems, etc. Investments in eastern Indonesia are also affected by consistent interactions between local government and central government and inter-governments institutions. The aim of this research is to analyze the growth of foreign and domestic investments among provinces in eastern Indonesia. This research identifies and compares the impacts of decentralization policy on investment disparity both foreign and domestic investment in eastern Indonesia’s provinces. The research uses combined research methodology; investment disparity ratio, regression and other economic approaches. The research concludes that there is significant disparity among provinces in eastern Indonesia. The decentralization policy has different impacts to those provinces. The suggestion of this research is to promoting conducive situation by implementing comprehensive economic policies and also maintaining social political stability, providing adequate economic infrastructure and the wholeness policy between central and local government and inter-government institutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indonesian government has applied the decentralization policy since 2001 which to some extent, has improved local government’s performance. Decentralization policy is considered compulsory for Indonesia which consists of archipelago in order to increase the effectiveness of the government policy. The centralization policy which was applied in new order government was proven not to be effective to overcome the problems in Indonesia. Euphoria of autonomy or decentralization is caused by the unpleasant experiences in new order regime which applied centralized economic development strategies and politics. In terms of economic development, these socio-political distortions are related with security of government offices because the stability of socio-politics of a country is a prerequisite of its economic development. The new order applied development formula of trickle down effect that requires sufficient investment to encourage economic growth. In the long run, this strategy had created unfairness in economic practices such as monopoly and oligopoly competitions. In addition, it had caused several economic problems especially disparity in economic development among provinces or regions in Indonesia because only a few people can enjoy the development.

The new order government had made the western Indonesia grow faster than the eastern side of the country. Indonesia has plenty natural resources and many other economic factors to improve its economic development. They stretch not only in western part of Indonesia but also in eastern Indonesia such as gold mining in Papua and natural resources in Maluku Sea. Development disparity between western and eastern Indonesia, in the long run, has created imbalances and socio-political instability, inequity and menace sustainability development.

The objectives of the research are

1. to find out how far the growth of foreign and domestic investments in provinces located in the eastern part of Indonesian.
2. to investigate the impacts of decentralization or regional spin-offs policy to foreign and domestic investments disparity in those provinces,
3. to find out the threat, opportunity, strength and weaknesses faced by areas applying decentralization or regional spin-offs policy
II. Research Methodology

This research uses secondary data from credible institutions such as the Central Statistics Agency (BPS), Bank of Indonesia (BI), Regional Planning Board (Bappeda) and many others. The data covers population, Locality-Generalized revenue (PAD), Revenue from Regional Debt, General Allocation fund (DAU), Specific Allocation Fund (DAK), Revenue Sharing Fund (DBHI), Gross Regional Domestic Income (PDRD), foreign investment (PMA), Domestic investment (PMDN), and Regional Budget (APBD). This research was conducted in the provinces applying spin-offs policy such as North Sulawesi, South Sulawesi, Maluku and Papua in 1998 to 2007. The research methodology employs some analytical methods, that is investment disparity analysis and SWOT analysis.

III. Results and discussions

**Investment Disparity Analysis**

The following table shows the level of domestic investment disparity in North Sulawesi:

| Table 1. The Analysis of Domestic Investment (PMDN) Disparity at North Sulawesi |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Source | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | R = \( \frac{1}{3} - \frac{1}{2} \) | **6** |
| 358 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 359 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 360 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 361 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 362 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 363 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 364 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 365 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |

This table shows that domestic investment disparity in North Sulawesi before applying the decentralization or regional spin-offs policy in 1999 was 0.04828993. In 2001, after Gorontalo province spin off from North Sulawesi province, the value of investment disparity (r) was down to 0.047685004. It means that the spin-offs has caused downward of domestic investment in North Sulawesi. This situation took place until 2004 assessing r to become 0.047685004. In the following years, assessed r to start moving rising mean that the local condition in spin-offs area has influenced the investment gap step by step.

**Table 2. The Analysis of Foreign Investment Disparity in North Sulawesi**

| Table 2. The Analysis of Foreign Investment Disparity in North Sulawesi |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Source | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | R = \( \frac{1}{3} - \frac{1}{2} \) | **6** |
| 358 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 359 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 360 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 361 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 362 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 363 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 364 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |
| 365 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.08 |

**SWOT Analysis**

SWOT analysis is also recognized as situation analysis to identify corporate strategies in facing the development of economic climate and situation. SWOT analysis is applied to maximize the strengths, opportunity and at the same time also minimize the weaknesses and threats to reach desired economic condition. The strengths of eastern Indonesia's economy are fertile land for farming agricultural purposes, adequate number of labor, orientation of good market, adequate goods and people mobility, wide product market, political, social and security stability, international market share, economic crown and government policies.

**Table 3. The Analysis of Production Sustainability and Market Share**

<p>| Table 3. The Analysis of Production Sustainability and Market Share |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Continuity</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cocoa</td>
<td>Climate dependent</td>
<td>V V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Climate dependent</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Climate dependent</td>
<td>V V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Palm sugar</td>
<td>Climate dependent</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Climate dependent</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sea waves</td>
<td>Not Depend on Climate</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Potato</td>
<td>Not Depend on Climate</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Not Depend on Climate</td>
<td>V V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Secondary data.

The weakness of eastern Indonesia’s economy is lack of infrastructure facility, imported capital assets, low quality of human resources and the fluctuation of exchange rates. Meanwhile, the opportunity of eastern Indonesia’s economy are mainly good climate and temperature condition for plantation and agriculture, good corporate governance, accessibility of infrastructure, and good cultural and political stability. On the other hand, the threats are mainly globalization and liberalization power that can damage the basic traditional economic, the fluctuation of traditional price of goods and exchange rates, the changes of government regulations especially on decentralization, land abuse, destroy of predator to plantation and agricultural crops, and the fluctuations of input price.

IV. Conclusions

Disparity investments in eastern Indonesia depends on several factors both economic and non-economic factors such as fertile land, adequate number of labs, orientation of good market, adequate goods and people mobility, wide product marketing, stability of politics, social, security and safety, international market share, economic crown and government politics. The main factor to increase the
economic performance at eastern Indonesia is how the local government can promote the potential resources such as natural resources. In addition, the crucial factor to promote economic performance in eastern Indonesia is lack of infrastructure such as harbor, airport, water, electricity, street, telecommunication network, etc.

The decentralization or spin-offs policy in some provinces in eastern Indonesia have to work together with local government in province or district level. In addition, the decentralization or spin-off policy forces local government to make cooperation international organizations or other countries such as ILO, WHO, UNESCO, etc. The purpose of decentralization is to promote and spin-off economic welfare to all community in Indonesia.
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